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A Case for the Metaverse
The term Metaverse comes with several definitions. Wikipedia defines it as a perceived virtual 

universe made up of shared 3D spaces. Mark Zuckerberg defines it as an embodied internet 

that you’re inside of, rather than just looking at. While these are all correct, we define it simply 

as the future of culture — where ownership reigns and global communities can thrive. 

An IDO launches a token, an IMO launches a community. Tainted by meme coins and scams, 

consumers have become increasingly cautious of IDO’s and their generally short-termed 

outlook. They lack a strong community and are thus volatile in nature. On the other hand, 

research has shown that one of the largest metaverse communities and others like, Axie 

Infinity, was able to withstand a downturned market and proved that community should be 

looked to as an indicator.  

The dated IDO structure no longer fits the new wave of entrepreneurs looking to supercharge 

their early users in a safe and meaningful manner. As such, a new frame of reference for token 

launches is needed. One that promises longevity and goes beyond just a token.
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Opportunity for Investors
Introducing the IMO. A  funding process that gives life to projects looking to make an 

impact on the future of the internet and how we interact with it. At FireStarter, the projects 

we incubate will all have Metaverse integrations, implementations, and solutions. 

Creating a future that is ownable by the very users who built it. 
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The $FLAME Token will give holders the opportunity to gain early access in our projects, 
through the firestarter.fi dApp. Staking to establish their tier, and allocation amount. The 
more $FLAME staked, the higher your allocation.



 

Our Approach
What is FireStarter?

What is an IMO?

                 

           

FireStarter Metaverse NFT Integration
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FireStarter is an IMO launchpad that incubates metaverse crypto projects for long-term 
success. In de-risking for investors and bringing credibility to projects, FireStarter can create 
an environment early project supporter feel comfortable partaking in. For project owners, 
we’re able to super-charge their existing community and usher in our own $FLAME token 
holders. Establishing an early product market fit, and setting them up for a successful 
launch.

IMO stands for Initial Metaverse Offerings. Similar to its preceding counterparts the ICO and 
IDO, the purpose and function of the IMO process is to incubate strong teams and supercharge 
their launch, while providing highly sought after opportunities to eager communities. This 
process still includes familiar facets like whitelisting for public pre-sale, but unlike other 
decentralized funding platforms, FireStarter focuses solely on Metaverse projects. Whether 
that be in the form of a Social Token, NFT, GameFi or integrated metaverse solution.

                
             
              

             

At FireStarter, we believe that NFT’s are the best onboarding vehicles into the world of DeFi. 
Through owning a Flare, users can ignite a FireStarter Champions- expanding the platform 
benefits of their respective holders. From access, to whitelisting, the Champions are built for 
utility and access to all things FireStarter.



 

The FireStarter Ecosystem and Partner Network

              

                

The FireStarter dApp for Initial Metaverse Offerings

The FireStarter Platform - firestarter.fi,  is a dApp powered by the Polygon Network. 
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The FS Ecosystem and Partner Network was developed over time to include the best possible
resources for our incubate projects. Hand selected, each one brings with it a unique value in
DeFi, Marketing, and/or Project Launches. With an emphasis on modern day culture and
utilizing it to bridge the gap between crypto and the everyday consumer, we can reach an
untapped audience eager for an entry point into launchpads and the ever-growing metaverse.

A community incubation and launch platform that facilitates the early stage growth of Metaverse
projects and communities by amplifying them through culture and our IMO launch process.
Powered by $FLAME.



FireStarter IMOs Platform processes 
include the following:

$FLAME - FireStarter’s Governance Token

 

There are penalties if users unlock before 30 days from the date of last deposit. Depending 

on the number of days since the date of the user's last deposit, the share of the unlocked 

tokens will be burnt as penalty.

Number of days since the last deposit Share of Unlocked FLAME Burn (penalty)

10%

5%

Less than 30 days 3%

0%
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In order to get early access in the IMOs conducted on FireStarter platform, users have to obtain 
a FireStarter Tier by locking the specific amount of $FLAME tokens.. Each Tier defines the 
maximum amount of the tokens available to swap into during the IMO (max allocation). Please 
note that a FireStarter Champion NFT’s may impact the amount of $FLAME needed to gain a 
Tier.

More than 30

Token Burn for early Unlocked !FLAME Tokens

Less than 10 days

Less than 20 days 



Whitelisting

    

✦

✦            

 

✦
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In order to participate in the IMOs on the Firestarter platform users are required to get whitelisted 
by following the next steps:

Pass KYC

Perform a specific set of actions (ie. follow social media accounts)

✦ Lock a specific amount of $FLAME Tokens on the platform, or have 
a specific amount FLAME-USDC QuickSwap LP Tokens staked

Please note, wallets with certain Champion NFT’s may be eligible 
for lower $FLAME Token requirements



During the IMO 

 

During the time of the IMO, users who get the allocation to participate in the IMO, are 

swapping the funding tokens (stablecoins accepted by the incubated projects) to the tokens of 

the incubated projects based on the predefined swap rate in the amount up to the maximum 

allocation amount for the specific user’s Tier. 

 

Claiming the Tokens after the IMO

After the IMO ends, the reward tokens of the incubated projects are sent to the vesting 

contract, based on the amounts of fund tokens swapped and a predefined swap rate. 

As the vesting period passes, the users are able to claim a specific amount of tokens to their 

wallet from the FireStarter platform.
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Before the start of IMO, project owners deposit the reward tokens (tokens of the incubated 
projects) to the vesting contract.

After the IMO period is done the unsold reward tokens will be returned to the project owner 
along with the amount of raised fund tokens .



The FireStarter DAO:

DAO stands for “decentralized autonomous organization.” It is an open-source blockchain 

protocol governed by a set of rules, created by its community members. 

 

Firestarter is intended to be a community-owned initiative. As the platform evolves and the 

core team adds additional features, the team will seek the community’s active involvement in 

the decision making process. 

The FireStarter team envisions The Firestarter DAO to play an important role in the future of 

FireStarter. In this vision, $FLAME would grant users the ability to vote on governance 

proposals to modify or add to the FireStarter Platform.

progressing towards decentralization

$FLAME - FireStarter’s Governance Token

$FLAME the utility token of the Firestarter platform and the governance token of the  

FireStarter DAO.  

 

As the governance token of the FireStarter DAO, FLAME will be used to organize and 

incentivize the community around the platform, enabling  community-driven governance of 

FireStarter. 

$FLAME Token Value and Functions

• The functionality and value offered by $FLAME is reflected in the following:   

ability to vote on governance proposals to modify or add to the FireStarter platform; 
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• Incentivizes the community to perform specific actions in favor of FireStarter platform;

• Provides access for the FireStarter user base to the IMOs of the projects incubated on
 FireStarter platform. Users who lock specific amounts of the $FLAME token will get
 allocations to swap the funding token into the tokens of the incubated projects.



 

$FLAME Tokenomics

Strategic Round – 1 
20.3%

Strategic Round – 2 
5.7%

Public Presale 
4.0%

Team 
15.0%

Community 
15.0%

Marketing 
9.5%

Treasury 
18.0%

Seed 
8.0%

Initial 
Liquidity 

4.5%

Token Distribution
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FLAME’s tokenomics start at a Public Pre-Sale price of $0.06. The following represents the 
initial distribution of 100M FLAME tokens.



100,000,000 FLAME tokens will be minted at genesis 
with the following allocation

Purpose

Seed

Strategic Round -1

Strategic Round -2

Public Presale

Team

Community

Marketing

Treasury

Initial liquidity

Total

%

8.0%

22.6%

3.4%

4.0%

15.0%

15.0%

9.5%

18.0%

4.5%

100.0%

FLAME

8,000,000

22,556,711

3,443,289

4,000,000

15,000,000

15,000,000

9,500,000

18,000,000

4,500,000

100,000,000

Vesting Details

5% at TGE, 10% during 9 months, 5% 
at month 10

10% at TGE, 10% during 9 months

10% at TGE, 10% during 9 months

10% at TGE, 10% during 9 months

9 months lockup, vesting 
over 15 months

Distributed via rewards geyser according 
to LM program conditions (TBD)

vesting over 24 months

6 months lockup, vesting over 18 months

Supplied to exchanges at launch

Initial FLAME Liquidity Mining Program
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Firestarter will conduct multiple liquidity mining programs in several phases, each with a set 
of incentives designed to be optimal for the platform at that stage. The goal of the initial 
liquidity mining program is to bootstrap the liquidity of the FLAME-USDC liquidity pool to 
ensure liquidity of the $FLAME Token. Users will be rewarded with $FLAME Tokens for 
providing the liquidity to the FLAME-USDC pool and for staking their LP Tokens on the 
FireStarter Platform.



Release Schedule

$FLAME will be distributed over a period of 2 years with continuous vesting according 

to the following release schedule: 

1,875,000 Flame 
Total Rewards

90 Days 
Duration of the initial staking program

Early Unstake Penalty: 50% of the earned rewards will be burned if the user unstakes or 

claims rewards earlier than 30 days since the day of last stake.
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Team and Investors
Core Team

The FireStarter Team is made up of industry  experts with  diverse backgrounds. 

Top 100 Crypto Project founders and former VP’s of Fortune 500 Companies. 

Parul Gujral 
Snowball Money Founder 

Forbes Contributor

Danny Tawiah 
Former Nike VP of Innovation 

Advisor at Fabricant

Brian Ball 
MADGALLERY Founder 
UMG, Soulection, CAA

Zack Rice 
MADGALLERY Urban 

Outfitters, UMG

Ed Delahuntyl 
Founder MediaGiraffes 

Supreme LA, Lyft

Grady Brannan 
Photographer at Rolling 

Stone, Time, G-Eazy
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Investor Spotlight

FireStarter is backed by some of the biggest names in crypto and culture. A small glimpse 

at some of our most prolific investors. 

Casey Zoltan

The 7th Letter

Ran Neuner

cryptobanter.com

JAUZ

DJ

Jesse Wellens
YouTuber and Entrepreneur

Ghastly
DJ

Nicky Diamonds
Diamond Supply

Kevin Lin

Twitch

Michael Terpin

Transform Media Group

Sam Zaid

GetAround

Yung Pinch
Rapper

Evan Eckenrode
YouTuber and Entrepreneur

Sasha Spillberg
YouTuber and Entrepreneur



firestarter.fi
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